Osculatory and hyperosculatory cubature formulas for a rectangular region, employing the function with either first, or first and second partial derivatives, were obtained together with dominant remainder terms involving higher derivatives at one point, providing exact accuracy through the fifth (seventh) degree without (with)
Osculatory and hyperosculatory cubature formulas for calculating y0 + k rx0+h
(1) /=L J fix,y)dxdy, h>0,k>0,
were derived from the interpolation formulas in [1] and [2] . We have I = F + R, where F = (hklD)Z{A,/(x0 + ih, y0 + jk) + BtJhfx(x0 + ft, y0 + jk) U The osculatory formulas have no D¡ -, E¡ ■ or F¡ • terms in F. Exact integral values for the nonvanishing coefficients A¡ -, B¡ -, . . . and Z) in (2) , and the Gr s and G corresponding to the dominant terms in (3), are tabulated in Schedules I and II. The relative accuracy in every formula F increases as both h and k decrease. Although R is essentially for estimating the error in F, it can also be employed to improve the accuracy in F whenever higher order derivatives at (x0, ^0) are computable, even if only approximately.
All formulas and dominant remainder terms were checked exactly by numerical examples of the appropriate degree in x and y.
Other similar formulas of generally lower order, involving considerably fewer and also lacunary interpolation conditions, but giving upper bounds to the remainders, are in [3] and [4] . In [5] the partial derivatives enter only in the single and double Laplacian at just one point. In Schedules I and II, the letter O or H denotes osculatory or hyperosculatory, and the subscript gives the number of nodes x0 + ih, y0 + jk. The letter a denotes an alternative configuration of nodes, while the prime (') denotes a different formula for the same nodal configuration. The asterisk (*) notes a formula having a node external to the rectangle (x0, y0), (x0 -I-h, yQ), (x0 + h, yQ + k), (x0, y0 + k).
Comments.
(1) Including //3*a, when H3 has much smaller coefficients in both Fand R, is justifiable because it illustrates the big difference made by one irregularly located external node, and also, because it could serve as a checking formula for H3.
(2) The great advantage in O* over 04, even though the former uses more data, is apparent from Schedule II in which there are ten remainder terms for O* and only five much smaller remainder terms for 0*.
(3) H4 is the most appealing formula, having the highest accuracy and stability, combining small coefficients with complete symmetry.
In considering the compounding of formulas (2) and (3) for cubature over more than one rectangle, it should be realized that they are based upon interpolation formulas that were designed to produce minimal dominant remainder terms for (x, y) not too far from (x0> y0). To achieve this it was necessary in some cases to have one node outside the rectangle. Also, since the dominant remainder (3) is in terms of higher derivatives at a single point, the remainder after compounding over more than four rectangles requires at least some estimates for the higher derivatives at points other than (x0, y0). That is the case if the compounding is applied to form a single strip of three or more rectangles in either the x-or j-direction. Such single-strip formulas, when they involve no points outside the width of the strip of rectangles, where the nodes would have simple repeating configurations, would be analogous to a multiinterval Simpson-type of formula; and they can be derived from every 0-and Hformula except OJ. The nodes for compound H2 or H2< would be on just one line.
All single-strip formulas may be combined widthwise.
The most convenient compound formulas are those formed for two to four rectangles suitably oriented, because the dominant remainder terms will still involve the higher derivatives at the single point (x0, y0). This is particularly applicable to the Hformulas. We may compound H2oi2-, H2a, H3 and H4 over four rectangles centered at (x0, y0) for respectively 5-, 3-, 5-and 9-point formulas. In the compounding,// and k must be kept positive in going from quadrant to quadrant, while the signs of the derivatives change or the variables x and y are interchanged. 
